IMP III
Block #28
Meadows Day 3
Tuesday, November 13, 2012
11-13-12
All Make Up Work (Quizzes, Tests, Homework, Class Work) Due NO LATER THAN
11-19-2012 at 3:20pm
For Extenuating Circumstances Arrangements Must Be Made with me PRIOR TO THIS DATE!

Bell Work
Turn In Page 171 Riddle WS
Turn In “Programming Puzzles – Working Two Jobs – Version A and Version C”

Class Work
Complete “Meadows, Malls and Variables” pg.107
Discussed results from “Meadows, Malls and Variables” – see notes
  Defined constraints, defined cost expression, checked allocations
  Discussed Degree of an equation and defined linear equations in more than two variables
  Reviewed linear programming expectations – see notes
Reviewed techniques for dealing with decimals and fractions when solving systems of equations – see notes

Homework
Complete “Donovan Meets the Beetles” pg.118
Complete Systems of Equations WS – all work on a separate sheet of paper

Handouts
Systems of Equations WS